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From: Hambrick, Gordon A SAJ [Gordon.A.Hambrick@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Thursday, February 23, 2012 8:31 AM
To: Snead, Paul; Bruner, Douglas; DavidA Pritchett; Gagliano.Paul@epamail.epa.gov
Cc: Collazo, Osvaldo SAJ; Hambrick, Gordon A SAJ; Kemp, Susan K SAJ; Loschiavo, Andrew J 

SAJ
Subject: Addendum to RECOVER Section's "Levy Nuclear Plant Monitoring Plan Recommendations" 

(UNCLASSIFIED)
Attachments: Addendum RECOVER recommended LNP monitoring plan.pdf

Importance: High

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 
 
 
FYI, please find attached an addendum to RECOVER Section's "Levy Nuclear Plant Monitoring 
Plan Recommendations."   You all were provided a copy of the original recommendations, and we 
discussed them during our January 19, 2012 meeting/telecom in Jacksonville.  The addendum 
reflects information provided by PEF in regard to the nature of maximal groundwater 
withdrawals. 
 
Don 
 
 
Gordon A. (Don) Hambrick, III  
Senior Project Manager  
Panama City Permits Section  
US Army Corps of Engineers  
Jacksonville District  
1002 West 23rd Street, Suite 350  
Panama City, Florida 32401  
   
Office:  850-763-0717, ext. 25  
Fax:  850-872-0231  
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From: PD-R (POC Susan K. Kemp) 
To: RD-NP (POC Gordon A. Hambrick) 
 
16 Feb 2012 

 

Addendum to the Levy Nuclear Plant Monitoring Plan Recommendations 

This addendum is meant to address the incorrect assumptions made by RECOVER which was 
written into and used to describe a peak groundwater withdrawal scenario in the Levy Nuclear 
Plant Monitoring Plan Recommendations dated 13 Jan 2012.  At the USACE, PEF, EPA, and NRC 
partnering meeting in Jacksonville, FL on 19 Jan 2012; Paul Snead (PEF) stated that an incorrect 
groundwater withdrawal assumption was made by RECOVER staff in the introductory section of 
the Recommendations.  On page 1, the document notes “PEF proposes to have four water 
supply wells constructed (Figure 1) that will withdraw on average 1.5 million gallons per day 
(mgd) and up to 5.8 mgd during peak periods of energy use.”  On page 2, the document notes 
“As peak energy use occurs during the summer, there is an increased draw on the groundwater 
in excess of the 1.58mgd average and approaching the 5.8mgd maximum.”  Paul stated the 5.8 
mgd is a conservative estimate of the maximum withdrawal from the aquifer to supply general 
plant operations and is not tied to peak periods of energy use.  It is conservatively estimated 
that this withdrawal rate may happen for 1 week per year as a function of plant maintenance 
activities.  He also provided this information in writing in an e-mail to Don Hambrick (USACE) on 
23 Jan 2012. 

With this additional information, we wish to revise paragraphs 2 and 3 of the Introduction to 
read: 

“PEF proposes to have four water supply wells constructed (Figure 1) that will withdraw on 
average 1.5 million gallons per day (mgd) and up to 5.8 mgd during facility maintenance 
activities that are anticipated to occur annually for one week.  Excessive groundwater 
withdrawals are known to have detrimental impacts on hydrology and the ecology of the 
overlying wetlands (Hoffstetter, 1990; Sonenshein, 1990).  While the landscape in the project 
area of influence is not pristine and has been impacted by silviculture and the Cross Florida 
Barge Canal and the anticipated groundwater withdrawals are not seen as excessive, areas 
within the project footprint have been categorized as wetlands and thus must be conserved in 
both form and function [Clean Water Act, Section 404(b)].  Modeling scenarios were completed 
by PEF at the direction of the Southwest Florida Water Management District (SWFWMD) to 
analyze potential hydrological changes to the aquifer underlying the site. The scenarios 
estimated that drawdowns would only depress the groundwater levels by 0.4 ft in a small area 
immediately surrounding the wellfield (Figure 1).    This model scenario was considered by us as 



an approximation of the spatial extent and the severity of any potential impacts to the 
overlying wetlands in both form and function.   
 
Our review of the modeling assumptions for this particular modeling scenario indicates that it 
does not provide sufficient information (low confidence) to make any definitive decisions on 
the type and extent of impact the proposed groundwater withdrawals would have on the 
overlying wetlands.  The model results provide a very coarse temporal resolution of the 
drawdown effects because they are averaged over 60 years.  This coarse resolution does not 
account for changes in inter-annual/decadal precipitation and annual groundwater hydrologic 
patterns that reflect normal fluctuations experienced by the natural system.  The periodicity 
and magnitude (duration and depth) of the drawdown are strong drivers shaping wetland 
structure (Kirkman, et al., 2000).  The current modeled scenario does not allow us to determine 
how the proposed groundwater withdrawal volumes impact the landscape during the extreme 
hydrologic event (both wet and dry) that can occur in the natural system.  It is these extremes, 
although they may be few and far between, that must be taken into consideration, as they can 
be the “tipping points” that result in greater impacts (area and degree) to the natural 
ecosystem from which they can’t recover.”   
 

 
 


